Abstract⎯First-order program schemata represent one of the most simple models of sequential imperative programs intended for solving verification and optimization problems. We consider the decidable relation of logical-thermal equivalence on these schemata and the problem of their size minimization while preserving logical-thermal equivalence. We prove that this problem is decidable. Further we show that the first-order program schemata supplied with logical-thermal equivalence and finite-state deterministic transducers operating over substitutions are mutually translated into each other. This relationship makes it possible to adapt equivalence checking and minimization algorithms developed in one of these models of computation to the solution of the same problems for the other model of computation. In addition, on the basis of the discovered relationship, we describe a subclass of first-order program schemata such that minimization of the program schemata from this class can be performed in polynomial time by means of known techniques for minimization of finite-state transducers operating over semigroups. Finally, we demonstrate that in the general case the minimization problem for finite state transducers over semigroups may have several non-isomorphic solutions.
INTRODUCTION
The theory of program schemata is the earliest mathematical theory which considers computer programs (not to be confused with algorithms!) as formal objects; this theory emerged in the late 1950s as part of the effort to create mathematical methods that facilitate the development of programs. Computers of that time had very limited computing resources, and, therefore, the task of optimizing programs in terms of their size, memory space, and performance was extremely urgent. Often a debugged and tested program had to be modified manually to reduce its size or working memory. After carrying out optimizing transformations, the improved program should again be subjected to testing. To streamline this process, A.A. Lyapunov suggested in [12] the following approach to program optimization:
1. To build a mathematical theory in which computer programs could be represented by formal expressions similar to logical or algebraic formulae.
2. To define the behavior (semantics) of program models in such a way that equivalent models of programs (that is, models having the same behavior) correspond to programs that compute the same function.
3. To use for program optimization only such transformations that preserve the equivalence of the proposed program models.
The models of programs introduced in [12] were called program schemata by analogy with the terms "scheme formulae" or "scheme of inference rules" used in mathematical logic. Later, R.I. Podlovchenko in [13] proposed to use the term "approximating models" for those models of programs that satisfy requirement 2).
By using this approach one does not need to retest the optimized program to confirm the correctness of program optimization, but just check the equivalence of the source program schema and the modified program scheme. If an algorithm for checking the equivalence of the program schemata can be found then the solution can be automated; therefore, the task of developing algorithms for checking the equivalence of program schemata was put forward. It was successfully solved by Ju.I. Yanov in [14] . This achievement attracted attention to the theory of program schemata on the part of theorists engaged in solving problems of system programming. After a short time, based on this theory, algorithms for optimizing linear sections of programs [10] and reducing working memory [2, 11] were introduced and implemented. These and other similar algorithms were used in the first optimizing compiler for the programming language ALGOL-60 [16] . The first positive results of the investigation of algorithmic problems in the theory of program schemata showed that with the help of this theory it is possible to develop effective software optimization techniques.
Another important discovery was made by J. Rutledge; in [22] she demonstrated that LyapunovYanov program schemata and Rabin-Scott finite-state automata can be mutually converted into each other: the computations of program schemata can be represented as runs of automata and vice versa. Hence, decision procedures developed in automata theory can be tuned to solve the problems in the theory of program schemata. In particular, numerous algorithms for minimizing deterministic finite-state machines (see [26] ) can be used to reduce the size of programs. Based on the revealed relationships between the theory of program schemata and the theory of automata, the following approach for designing program-optimization algorithms was suggested (see [3] ). Suppose that there is an approximating model of programs with an equivalence relation and a complexity measure on a set of program schemata. Suppose also that we have found a class of automata with an equivalence relation and a complexity measure for which there exists an effective one-to-one translation satisfying two conditions:
1. for any pair of program schemata the following relation holds: 2. for every program scheme the equality holds.
Under these conditions, any automata minimization algorithm for the class of automata with the complexity measure can easily be adapted to solve the minimization problem for program schemata with the complexity measure Here, the theory of automata provides an abstract model of computation in which it is convenient to solve the equivalence checking and minimization problems and the theory of program schemata is a means for applying the automata-theoretic techniques for solving the problems of program analysis and optimization.
In addition to the results obtained in [22] , the automata-theoretic approach outlined above was successfully applied by A.A Letichevsky (see [1] ) for performance optimization of computer programs; he used Glushkov discrete transducers -a generalization of Lyapunov-Yanov program schemata -as formal models of programs. These early promising achievements stimulated the search for other relationships between the theory of program schemata and the theory of automata. In [19] it was shown that schemes of sequential programs with commuting statements can be translated into deterministic multitape automata, and the authors of [17] proved that a similar translation takes place for recursive program schemata and deterministic push-down automata.
However, the equivalence checking problem for deterministic multitape and push-down automata turned out to be a hard nut to crack: not until two decades later in [18, 24] were these problems proved to be decidable (the complexity issues are still a topic of research). The great interest of researchers shown to the equivalence checking problem for multitape and push-down automata had a negative effect on the development of the theory of program schemata-some other types of program schemata and automata for which the relationship described above is feasible were ignored, and the possibilities of building efficient equivalence checking and minimization algorithms were missed. As a result, the targets for the development of the theory of program schemata and its applications in system programming, outlined in [3] , have not been achieved. These failures, at least partially, were the reasons for the subsequent decay of this theory; a more detailed history of the rise and fall of the theory of program schemata can be found in the book [7] .
Although at present the problems studied in the theory of program schemata in the 1970s and 1980s are no longer among the most acute, the expressive power of certain models and the capability of some techniques developed within the framework of this theory are far from being exhausted. In particular, we are going to investigate another combined pair "program schemata-automata" suitable for solving the optimization problem for sequential imperative programs. As an approximating model of programs we choose the model of first-order program schemata; it was introduced in [19] . This program model is supplied with so-called logical-thermal (strong) equivalence defined for the first time in [8] . The choice of this program model is due to the facts that
1. The equivalence checking problem for strong equivalence of first-order program schemata is decidable in polynomial time (see [4, 23] ).
2. The semantics of first-order program schemata can be defined in terms of finite substitutions; they form a semigroup that has many useful algebraic properties and is well-suited for automata minimization.
As will be shown in this paper, the model of programs we choose corresponds to the class of finite deterministic transducers over semigroups introduced in [28] . It should also be noted that both the equivalence checking problem and the minimization problem for this class of transducers have efficient solutions (see [6, 28] ).
In this paper we present three main results of our study of the minimization problem for first-order program schemata. First, it is shown that the minimization problem for first-order program schemata with strong equivalence is decidable and can be reduced to the minimization problem for deterministic finite transducers over the semigroup of substitutions. Secondly, we distinguish a sub-semigroup of conservative orthogonal substitutions and show that the minimization problem for deterministic finite transducers over this semigroup is effectively solvable by the minimization techniques developed in [6] . Thirdly, it is established that in the general case the minimization problem for deterministic finite transducers over the semigroup of finite substitutions does not have a unique solution in the same way as the minimization problem for disjunctive normal forms in a Boolean algebra.
The paper is organized as follows. Since the definition of first-order program schemata relies on the notion of substitution, in the next section we give the basic concepts of the algebra of substitutions. Next we describe the class of first-order program schemata and the logical-thermal (strong) equivalence relation. In section 4 we prove the decidability of the minimization problem for first-order program schemata with the strong equivalence. Then we describe the class of finite transducers over semigroups and show that first-order program schemata and finite-state deterministic transducers over a semigroup of substitutions are mutually translated into each other. This translation brings us to the conclusion that both problems-the equivalence checking problem and the minimization problem-are decidable for this class of transducers. Next, we distinguish a sub-semigroup of conservative orthogonal substitutions and show that the minimization problem for deterministic transducers over this sub-semigroup has a unique solution that can be computed in polynomial time. Therefore, the same problem is efficiently decidable for the class of first-order program schemata which corresponds to the above-mentioned transducers. Finally, we discuss an example of a transducer over a semigroup of substitution such that the minimization problem for it has several non-isomorphic solutions. This example is helpful to indicate the difficulties to be overcome in tackling the minimization problem for first-order program schemata.
ALGEBRA OF SUBSTITUTIONS
For arbitrary sets of variables X, functional symbols and predicate symbols we denote by the set of all terms built from variables and functional symbols from these sets. We denote also by the set of elementary (atomic) formulae built from predicate symbols and terms. For every expression T, denote by the set of variables occurring in T. The height of a term or an atom is defined in the usual way as the height of the tree in the tree representation of these expressions.
Let and be two sets of variables. A substitution is any function which maps every variable from to a term from Denote by the set of all such substitutions. If is a finite set of variables and holds for every then such a substitution is called finite; it is completely specified by the list of pairs . We write to denote the set of variables occurring in all terms from the range of substitution θ. The result of the application of a substitution to a term is the term tθ, which is obtained by the simultaneous replacement of each occurrence in the term of any variable by the term . A composition of a substitution and is such a substitution from the set (usually it is denoted by ) which is completely specified by the equalities for every variable . A set of substitutions with the composition as a binary operation forms a semigroup; its identity element is the identity substitution ,
.
On the set of substitutions we can define a preorder relation : for a pair of substitutions the relation holds iff there exists such a substitution that . If the relation holds then the substitution is called a pattern of the substitution and the substitution is an instance of the substitution . A quasi-ordered set forms a quasi-lattice whose least element is the identity substitution . This quasi-lattice satisfies the descending chain condition. More detailed information about the algebra of substitutions can be found in [15] .
FIRST-ORDER PROGRAM SCHEMATA
We use first-order program schemata introduced in [19] as a mathematical model of sequential imperative programs. A detailed description of this class of program schemata is given in [9] . We describe briefly the syntax and the semantics of this model in terms of graph theory and the algebra of substitutions.
Let be a finite set of variables. A first-order program scheme is a finite-labeled transition system (directed graph). Each node of the graph is assigned an atomic formula from the set . One of the nodes is distinguished as the entry node of , whereas some other nodes are considered as exit nodes. Two transitions (arcs) egress from every non-exit node; they are labeled with different symbols from the set . Moreover, every transition in that leads from a node to a node is labeled with a substitution from the set . No transitions come out from the exit nodes. It is also assumed that every node of belongs to some path from the entry node to one of the exit nodes. The size of a program scheme is the number of its nodes. The nodes of the graph correspond to the branching points in the program where conditions are checked and branching of the control flow of the program takes place. The atomic formulae assigned to the nodes of a scheme correspond to the logical conditions checked at the branching points and the labeled transitions of may be viewed as the linear sections of the program. If a linear section from a branching point to the next branching point is a sequence of assignment statements then the corresponding transition in the program scheme is labeled with the substitution , which is a composition of simple substitutions associated with all statements of the linear section.
Suppose that there exists a path in a program scheme from a node to a node (1) If is the entry node of the scheme then the path is called initial and if is one of the exit nodes of the scheme then the path is called terminal. A path which is both initial and terminal is called complete. The set of all complete paths in a program scheme is denoted by . We write to denote the composition of all substitutions assigned to the transitions (arcs) of the path. A binary sequence is called a logical history of a path (1); together with the node it uniquely determines the path in the program scheme . A sequence of pairs where and for every , is called a logical-thermal history (lt-history) of path . Determinant of a program scheme is the set of lt-histories of all complete paths in the program scheme , i.e.,
. Two program schemata and are strongly equivalent ( in symbols) if the equality holds. A program scheme π' is called minimal if the inequality holds for every program scheme which is strongly equivalent to the scheme . The minimization problem for first-order program schemata is to construct, given an arbitrary program scheme π', a minimal strongly equivalent scheme .
The functional equivalence of first-order program schemata is defined in terms of interpretations of the signature . For an arbitrary interpretation , given a program scheme π, a single complete path (if any) is selected in such a way that for all its nodes the requirements are satisfied. Then the atomic formula is considered as the result of computation of the scheme in the interpretation I. Two program schemata and are called functionally equivalent if for every interpretation the equality holds.
, , ( )
In [19] it was shown that the problem of checking the functional equivalence for an arbitrary pair of first-order program schemata is undecidable. Later, in [8] , it was proved that functional equivalence is approximated by a decidable strong-equivalence relation based on logical-thermal histories of paths in program schemata. Thus, minimization algorithms for first-order program schemata with strong equivalence can be used as effective means for correct optimization of sequential imperative programs. In the next section, we show that the minimization problem for first-order program schemata with strong equivalence is decidable and, moreover, it is reducible to the minimization problem for deterministic finitestate transducers over a semigroup of substitutions. The following simple criterion for the strong equivalence of a program will be helpful for this purpose.
A reduced logical-thermal history (rlt-history) of a path (1) in a program scheme is a pair which includes a logical history of this path and the instance of the atomic formula assigned to the last node of this path obtained through the application to this formula of the composition of substitutions assigned to the transitions of this path. A reduced determinant of a program scheme is a set of reduced logical-thermal histories of all initial paths in the program scheme .
Proposition 1. For every pair of program schemata
and such that every node in these schemata belongs to some complete path, the following relationship holds:
Proof. It suffices to note that if every node in a program scheme is reachable from the entry node and reaches an exit node, then every lt-history of a complete path is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of rlt-histories .
MINIMIZATION OF FIRST-ORDER PROGRAM SCHEMATA
As was said above, the strong equivalence of first-order program schemata is decidable (see [4, 8, 23] ). If the equivalence checking problem in some model of computation is decidable then the minimization problem in this model can be solved through the exhaustive search technique: to minimize a given program one could try one by one all programs as their complexity increases and check the equivalence . If for every value of the complexity measure there exists only a finite set of programs such that then we obtain the most primitive (although not the most effective) minimization algorithm for the considered model of computation.
Unfortunately, if a measure of the complexity of a first-order program scheme is the number of its nodes, then for every integer there are infinitely many schemes of complexity k. This is due to the fact that the set of substitutions that are used for labeling the transitions of a program scheme is infinite. To overcome this obstacle we could try to associate with every scheme such a finite subset of substitutions that is sufficient for building some minimal scheme which is strongly equivalent to π.
Let be a program scheme with a set of nodes V; suppose also that its transitions are labeled by substitutions from the set where As in the case of Proposition 1, we assume that every node of the scheme π belongs to some complete path: it can be easily noticed that if a node does not satisfy this requirement then it can be deleted together with the incoming and outgoing arcs while preserving the determinant of the scheme. Consider an arbitrary node in this scheme and a variable x. The variable is called significant in the node of the scheme iff at least one such path emerges from this node that and the inclusion holds. Otherwise, the variable is called insignificant in the node v.
The following assertion shows that for insignificant variables it does not matter which terms bind these variables in the substitutions that are assigned to the transitions of the scheme.
Proposition 2. Suppose that a program scheme has a transition
, 
Proof. Consider an arbitrary path which traverses the scheme via the distinguished transition, and the rlt-histories and . As follows from the definition of rlt-history of a path in a scheme, in this case we have the equality . Since the variable is insignificant in the node v, the atomic formula does not include any occurrence of x. As far as the substitutions and differ only in the bindings for the variable , it is true that . Thus, the path will have the same rlt-history as the path w. Therefore, , and, hence, by Proposition 1, the schemes and π' are strongly equivalent. The insignificance of a variable in a node of a program scheme can be specified in another way by means of a data-flow graph for this program; such graphs are widely used in data-flow analysis of programs (see [21] ). Denote by a directed graph, whose nodes are all pairs . In this graph an arc relates a vertex with a iff the program scheme has such a transition that . In such a data-flow graph we distinguish the set of vertices .
Proposition 3. A variable is significant in a node of a program scheme iff there is a route in the dataflow graph
from the vertex to one of the vertices from the set U π . Proof. The propositions of this kind are well-known in the theory of static analysis of programs. In this case, the proposition can be easily proved with the help of induction by the length of a path in the program scheme which confirms the significance of the variable in the node (necessary condition), and by the length of a route in the data-flow graph from the vertex to a vertex of the set (sufficient condition).
Using data-flow graphs, we show how to estimate the height of the terms that occur in the labels of transitions in the strongly equivalent program schemata.
Proposition 4. Suppose that program schemata and over a set of variables X, where , satisfy the following requirements:
1.
,
and the height of all terms in the substitutions that label the transitions of does not exceed some integer k;

2.
, and the program scheme has such a transition that a variable is significant in the node , and the height of the term exceeds . Then . Proof. By Proposition 3, if a variable is significant in a node v, then there exists a route in the dataflow graph from the vertex to some vertex from the set Since and the shortest route of this kind has a length less than mn. Then, in the program scheme π 2 , there exists the corresponding path of the same length from the node to some node v'', and this path certifies the significance of the variable in the node v. The latter means that and . Consider the shortest path w' in the program scheme from the entry node to the node u. Its length does not exceed m. Then the length of the initial path is less than m(n + 1), and this path has a rlt-history . As far as and the height of the term exceeds km(n + 1), the height of the atomic formula also exceeds this value. We now turn to the program scheme and consider in it an arbitrary initial path w 1 , such that its length does not exceed m(n + 1), and its rlt-history . It is worth noting that the substitution is obtained as a result of the composition of no more than substitutions such that the height of every term in them does not exceed k. Therefore, the height of the atomic formula is less than km(n + 1). This implies that . Hence, by Proposition 1, . The propositions above bring us to. Theorem 1. The minimization problem for first-order program schemata is decidable. Proof. Suppose that it is required to minimize a program scheme of size over a set of variables X, where . Suppose also that the height of all terms in the substitutions of this program scheme does not exceed some integer . Then, one of the minimal schemata which is strongly equivalent to satisfies one of the following two conditions for every transition and a variable x:
( ) ( ( ) ) rlth w lh w A = θθ
⎯if is insignificant in the node v, then by Proposition 2 a term does not influence the strong equivalence of these schemata; therefore, it may be assumed that η(x) = x; ⎯if is significant in the node v, then by Proposition 3, the height of a term η(x) does not exceed km(n + 1).
Since the problem of checking the strong equivalence of first-order program schemata is decidable, a minimal program scheme can be found through an exhaustive search on a finite set of all program schemata such that their size is less than and the height of all terms in the substitutions assigned to their transitions does not exceed km(n + 1).
Of course, such a brute-force minimization algorithm is quite impractical: it has at least triple exponential complexity. Next, we will discuss the prospects for designing more efficient minimization techniques for first-order program schemata. such that its evaluation on signal flow is specified as follows:
TRANSDUCERS OVER SEMIGROUPS
Given a semigroup , transducers and are called -equivalent if the equality holds for every signal flow . The relation of -equivalence will be denoted as . A transducer Π' is called -minimal if the inequality holds for every transducer which is S-equivalent to the transducer Π'. The minimization problem for finite-state transducers over a semigroup is that of building for an arbitrary transducer an -minimal -equivalent transducer Π'. The relationship between program schemata and finite-state transducers is provided by the following propositions.
⎯⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯⎯⎯ → ;
Proposition 5. There exists such an effective translation ϕ of first-order program schemata into deterministic finite-state transducers over a semigroup of substitutions which satisfies the following requirements:
1. for every pair of program schemata π' and π'' it is true that 2. for every program scheme the equality holds. Proof. A mapping ϕ is defined as follows. Suppose that a program scheme of a signature has a set of nodes including the entry node . Without loss of generality, we will assume that every node belongs to some complete path in this scheme. We introduce new functional symbols of arity 1, where . A transducer operates over a set of input signals and a set of data states it has a set of control states which is also the set of output states. The initial control state is the entry node Every transition in the program scheme becomes a transition in the transducer
The identity substitution becomes the initializing action. The termination function assigns to every control state the substitution As can be seen from this definition of the transducer Π, there is an obvious one-to-one correspondence between the set of initial paths in the program scheme and the set of complete runs of the transducer Π: every initial path which has a rlt-history corresponds to the complete run on the signal flow which terminates with the result Therefore, the assertion of the proposition under consideration follows from Proposition 1.
Proposition 6. There exists such an effective translation of deterministic finite-state transducers operating over a set of input signals
and a semigroup of substitutions onto first-order program schemata which satisfies the following requirements:
1. for every pair of transducers and it is true that 2. for every transducer the equality holds.
Proof. Let be a semigroup of substitutions; be a predicate symbol of arity , where ; and be a predicate symbol of arity 0. Consider an arbitrary deterministic finite-state transducer without loss of generality, we will assume that and no transitions go out from the output control states. A first-order program scheme is defined as follows. Its nodes are all control states of the transducer Π, its entry is the initial control state q 0 , and all its exit nodes are the output nodes of Π. Every transition in the transducer becomes a transition in the program scheme π. Every exit node is labeled with an atomic formula and to all other nodes a predicate is assigned. As can be seen from the definition of the program scheme π, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all complete runs of the transducer and the set of all complete paths in the program scheme π: every complete run on a signal flow which outputs a result corresponds to a complete path in the scheme which has a lt-history . This brings us to the assertion of the proposition under consideration.
Propositions 5 and 6 ensure that the equivalence checking and minimization techniques and results obtained in the framework of one theory (the theory of program schemata or the theory of transducers over semigroups) can be adapted to solve the analogous problem in the other theory. Thus, for example, the theorem below follows immediately from Proposition 6 and the previously known results on the decidability in polynomial time of the equivalence checking problem for program schemata (see [4, 23] ).
Theorem 2. The equivalence checking problem for deterministic finite-state transducers over semigroups is decidable in polynomial time.
As for the minimization problem, the question of its complexity for program schemata remains open; nevertheless, Theorem 1 and Proposition 5 bring us to.
Theorem 3. The minimization problem for deterministic finite-state transducers over a semigroup of substitution is decidable.
In the next section, we show that the existence of efficient translation of transducers onto first-order program schemata guaranteed by Proposition 5 and efficient minimization techniques for finite-state transducers over semigroups, gives a suitable solution to the minimization problem for certain classes of program schemes.
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MINIMIZATION OF TRANSDUCERS OVER SEMIGROUPS OF SUBSTITUTIONS
For the first time, a minimization algorithm for deterministic finite-state transducers over free semigroups of words was presented in [20] . In [5] , the minimization problem for finite-state transducers over groups was studied; it was shown that if the set of data states is a group with a decidable identities problem, the minimization problem for such transducers has a unique solution that can be computed effectively. Later, in [6] , a solution to this problem was obtained for transducers over ordered semigroups. Since a semigroup of substitution is a quasi-lattice, the techniques developed in [6] can be applied to the minimization of transducers operating over . Let us consider the requirements on a semigroup of data states declared in [6] and estimate to what extent a semigroup of substitutions meets them. On a semigroup , a binary relation is defined as follows: for every pair of elements the relation holds iff there exists an element such that . The semigroup is called ordered if is a partial order on the set . The first requirement on the semigroup of data states is as follows. ⎯Req1: A partially ordered set is a well-founded lattice in which the greatest lower bound of every pair of elements and can be computed effectively. The second requirement concerns the solvability of linear equations in the semigroup . ⎯Req2: There exists an algorithm for solving equations for every given pair of actions
The last requirement deals with the cancellation property. A semigroup satisfies a left cancellation property if every equation has at most one solution, i.e., if the relationship holds for every triple . ⎯Req3: A semigroup satisfies a left cancellation property. A semigroup of substitutions meets requirement Req1: it is a well-founded lattice with a preorder relation such that the least upper bound can be computed by means of a unification procedure and the greatest lower bound can be computed by means of an anti-unification procedure (this lattice was studied in more detail in [15] ). It is well-known that both procedures can be performed in time polynomial of the size of the processed substitutions. Equivalent substitutions in the quasi-ordered set differ only in the names of the variables in the substituted terms; this circumstance does not exert a significant influence on the minimization algorithm and its correctness presented in [6] .
A solution of an equation in the algebra of substitutions can be computed by means of an exhaustive search in the finite set of all substitutions such that the height of the substituted terms does not exceed the maximal height of the terms in the substitution η. Meanwhile, it worth noting that this problem may be polynomially reduced to the matching problem for terms and, thus, can be solved in polynomial time.
However, the last requirement is not satisfied for arbitrary substitutions. Consider, for example, the substitutions , and . It is easy to see that , whereas the substitutions θ' and θ'' are not equivalent in the quasi-lattice . Since the semigroup of substitutions does not satisfy the requirement Req3, to apply the minimization techniques developed in [6] it is necessary to select as large a sub-semigroup of substitutions as possible satisfying the requirements Req1-Req3. We show that the set of conservative orthogonal substitutions introduced in [27] forms such a sub-semigroup.
A substitution is called conservative if , and it is called orthogonal if neither of the terms is a subterm of some other term . For example, a substitution is both conservative and orthogonal, a substitution is orthogonal but not conservative, and a substitution is conservative but not orthogonal. We write to denote the class of all substitutions that are both conservative and orthogonal.
From this definition it immediately follows that the composition of conservative orthogonal permutations is also a conservative orthogonal substitution. Moreover, any instance and any pattern of any conservative orthogonal substitution is also a conservative and orthogonal substitution. Therefore, the class of conservative and orthogonal substitutions is a sub-semigroup of the semigroup of all
substitutions, and a quasi-ordered set is a well-founded quasi-lattice that satisfies the requirement Req1.
Proposition 7. The semigroup of conservative and orthogonal substitutions satisfies the left cancellation property.
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then for some pair of different terms and an orthogonal substitution it would be true that t'θ = t''θ. Therefore, for some variable and term , which differs from this variable, we would also have the equality x i θ = tθ. But this would mean that the term would include some term from the set as a subterm. However, the latter contradicts the definition of orthogonal substitution.
Thus, the semigroup of conservative orthogonal permutations satisfies the requirements Req1-Req3. By the results presented in [6] , we obtain the following. Relying on Proposition 8 and taking into account the translation procedure which converts first-order program schemata into deterministic finite-state transducers over the semigroup of substitutions described in Proposition 5, we can specify a class of program schemata for which the minimization problem is decidable in polynomial time. 2. the atomic formulae assigned to all nodes depend on all variables from the set .
CONCLUSIONS
We have successfully shown that the minimization problems for first-order program schemata and for finite-state transducers operating on the semigroup of substitutions are closely related: the techniques for solving one of these problems can be adapted to solve the other. In particular, the effective techniques for minimization of finite-state transducers proposed in [6] can be applied for minimization of the first-order program schemata and thus for optimization of sequential imperative programs. At the same time, the decidability of the equivalence checking problem for program schemata guarantees the decidability of the equivalence checking and the minimization problems for deterministic finite-state transducers operating on the semigroup of substitutions.
However, the complexity issues of the minimization problem for the first-order program schemata and finite-state transducers need further investigation. The techniques proposed in [6] are suitable only in the case of semigroups bounded by the requirements Req1-Req3. As was shown in this paper, if a semigroup meets these requirements then every deterministic finite-state transducer operating on such a semigroup can be reduced to the unique equivalent minimal transducer. In the automata theory, the ambiguity of the solution to the minimization problem indicates, as a rule, that the computational complexity of this problem is large. Thus, for example, the minimization problem for deterministic Rabin-Scott automata has a unique solution and it can be computed in almost linear time. But it is well-known that when nondeterministic Rabin-Scott automata are concerned, the same problem may have several non-isomorphic solutions and the problem of checking the minimality of nondeterministic automata is PSPACE-complete. Below, we present a simple example to demonstrate that the minimization problem for deterministic transducers operating on arbitrary substitutions may have several non-isomorphic solutions.
Consider the transducer depicted in Fig. 1 . Its initial state is and its output state is q 4 . The actions are the substitutions over the set of variables and functional symbols The identity substitution stands for the initialization and termination actions. Other actions are specified by the following substitutions:
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